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Interrelationship between biotic and abiotic compound
is known as ….
Green trees are …………
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Continuous walking and use of bike can reduce……
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Increase of earth average surface temperature due to
effect of greenhouse gases is known as……
EIA gets originated during ………. period.
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In EIA, ……works against certain conditions.
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Cow is known as……….
Ozone layer depletion, greenhouse effect and acid rain is
takes place due to………
Deforestation means……
Presence of extraneous materials in a particular
environment in concentrations that are harmful to living
organisms known as….
Due to drought condition....... is caused

EIA is an important management tool for……….
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For setting new project, EIA makes mandatory by
ministry of environment and forest govt. of India
from……….
Study to predict the effect of proposed activity on
environment is…………
In EIA, ………is not conducted for all projects.
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Environmental audit carried out by following ISO
standard.......
Environmental audit helps to......
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High environmental risk industry is…….
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Certificate issued to audit client is signed by …….
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